CW60320
RRID:CVCL_HJ18
Type: Cell Line

Proper Citation

(Coriell Cat# CW60320, RRID:CVCL_HJ18)

Cell Line Information

URL: https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_HJ18

Proper Citation: (Coriell Cat# CW60320, RRID:CVCL_HJ18)

Description: Cell line CW60320 is a Induced pluripotent stem cell with a species of origin Homo sapiens (Human)

Sex: Male

Disease: Seizure disorder

Comments: Derived from sampling site: Skin. Cell type= Fibroblast., Population: Caucasian., From: California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM); San Francisco; USA., Discontinued: Coriell; CW60320; true., Discontinued: FCDI; CW60320; true.

Category: Induced pluripotent stem cell

Organism: Homo sapiens (Human)

Name: CW60320

Cross References: Coriell:CW60320, FCDI:CW60320, Wikidata:Q54816600

ID: CVCL_HJ18

Vendor: Coriell

Catalog Number: CW60320

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for CW60320.

**Warning:** Discontinued: Coriell; CW60320
Derived from sampling site: Skin. Cell type=Fibroblast., Population: Caucasian., From: California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM); San Francisco; USA., Discontinued: Coriell; CW60320; true., Discontinued: FCDI; CW60320; true.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** [Cellosaurus](https://www.cellosaurus.org)

---

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.